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Abstract: The pitch-shift paradigm has become a widely used method for studying the role of voice
pitch auditory feedback in voice control. This paradigm introduces small, brief pitch shifts in voice
auditory feedback to vocalizing subjects. The perturbations trigger a reflexive mechanism that
counteracts the change in pitch. The underlying mechanisms of the vocal responses are thought to
reflect a negative feedback control system that is similar to constructs developed to explain other
forms of motor control. Another use of this technique requires subjects to voluntarily change the
pitch of their voice when they hear a pitch shift stimulus. Under these conditions, short latency
responses are produced that change voice pitch to match that of the stimulus. The pitch-shift
technique has been used with magnetoencephalography (MEG) and electroencephalography (EEG)
recordings, and has shown that at vocal onset there is normally a suppression of neural activity
related to vocalization. However, if a pitch-shift is also presented at voice onset, there is a
cancellation of this suppression, which has been interpreted to mean that one way in which a person
distinguishes self-vocalization from vocalization of others is by a comparison of the intended voice
and the actual voice. Studies of the pitch shift reflex in the fMRI environment show that the superior
temporal gyrus (STG) plays an important role in the process of controlling voice F0 based on
auditory feedback. Additional studies using fMRI for effective connectivity modeling show that the
left and right STG play critical roles in correcting for an error in voice production. While both the
left and right STG are involved in this process, a feedback loop develops between left and right STG
during perturbations, in which the left to right connection becomes stronger, and a new negative right
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to left connection emerges along with the emergence of other feedback loops within the cortical
network tested.
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1.

Introduction
The human voice is the bedrock of aural communication, and the foundation for one of the

oldest means of expression in humans. Voice is used for many forms of communication as in speech,
singing, laughter, crying and anger. Without the ability to vocalize, speech would not be possible.
The human voice evolved along with the respiratory system and the presence of air-breathing
animals. Thus, the evolutionary process that brought us our voice also led to a vast range of vocal
abilities in non-human animals.
Despite the importance of the voice for most human activities, there is much that we do not
understand about the neuromuscular mechanisms that control it. However, as with other mysteries,
modern technology has allowed us to visualize and measure mechanisms of vocal control that were
not possible a few decades ago. Specifically, the development of high resolution brain imaging and
new analytic techniques for electrophysiology and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
have expanded dramatically in the past 10 years, allowing for a far more precise view of the brain
and its role in vocal control.
This review describes current knowledge of the mechanisms of vocal control derived from the
most recent technological developments in the field of neuroscience. Vocalization is understood to
result from the repeated interruption of exhaled air. This process is achieved by air pressure exciting
the vocal folds and their release of minute air explosions at high frequencies that are perceived as
tones. The muscles involved in this process include those of the respiratory and laryngeal systems.
These muscles are in turn controlled by motor neurons located in the brainstem and spinal cord.
Beyond the level of the motor neurons, our understanding of how higher areas of the brain control
voice pales in comparison to our understanding of how the peripheral muscles and sensory receptors
control vocal expression [1].
In order to control vocalization, the nervous system relies on various forms of sensory feedback
to monitor the outcome of the control process, to correct for errors in control, and to measure the
effect of the voice on the environment (reactions and responses of others). Since the days of
Sherrington, one of the most important tools to study the neural processes controlling externally
directed movements is the perturbation technique [2]. This technique involves the perturbation of the
controlled effector (limbs, lips, legs, etc.) and quantifies the relation between the timing and
magnitude of the effector perturbation and the neural response to it. As Sherrington was working on
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his seminal studies, Lombard [3] found that when subjects spoke in the presence of a noisy
environment, they automatically increased the loudness of their voice. Additionally, approximately
60 years ago, Fairbanks [4] found that if the audio playback of a speaker’s voice through earphones
was delayed by about 180 ms, the speaker’s ability to speak fluently was profoundly disturbed. This
technique of delayed auditory feedback made it clear that normal speech production requires precise
timing of voice auditory feedback on speech articulation. About 35 years ago, Elman [5] found that
perturbing the pitch of the voice while vocalizing caused the speaker to make rapid adjustments to
pitch. These advancements led to a series of studies beginning in about 1998 that has greatly
increased our understanding of the neural mechanisms of vocal control [6]. These studies relied on
advances in digital signal processing that allowed investigators to change the sound of a person’s
voice and then feed the acoustical signal back via headphones in such a way that the speaker
responded as if they perceive that an error was made in the production of the sound (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of auditory feedback perturbation
technique. The speaker’s voice is altered in pitch and fed back via headphones.
This alteration leads to a vocal compensatory response.
A quintessential aspect of most motor controlled events is the monitoring of feedback and
correcting for errors in production. Depending on the nature of the behavior in question, the response
to the perturbation may exist only at the level of the effector motor neurons (e.g., stretch reflex) or up
to and including the highest levels of the nervous system (speech responses to unanticipated changes
in the auditory feedback of the spoken word). The perturbation technique applied to voice and speech
control has now been used along with common neuroimaging and physiological recording techniques
such

as

positron

emission

tomography

(PET),

fMRI,

electrocorticography

(ECoG),

electroencephalography (EEG) and magnetoencephalography (MEG). These approaches have
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allowed us to learn the functional role of various brain structures that are involved in the correction
of errors in vocalization, and by default, in vocal control itself.
Modern electrical and acoustic modulation techniques have enabled us to learn that when
someone is vocalizing (e.g., saying “ah”), an unexpected presentation of altered auditory feedback
(voice pitch or loudness) triggers a reflexive response that, more often than not, compensates for the
perturbation. That is, the response counters the pitch-shift stimulus direction as if correcting for
errors in vocal production. Subjects are unaware that they are making these adjustments, the latencies
of the vocal responses are around 100 ms, while the laryngeal EMG latencies are around 50 ms, and
the responses are very difficult to suppress, indicating that these responses are reflexive in nature [7,8].
Importantly, except for very small pitch-shift stimulus magnitudes (e.g., 10 cents), the response
magnitudes are only a fraction of the stimulus magnitude [9]. For a pitch shift stimulus of 100 cents,
most response magnitudes are on the order of 30 cents. However, when pitch-shifted stimuli are
presented during running speech, the response magnitudes are larger (50–80 cents) [10,11]. This
increase in response magnitudes with running speech indicates that the responses are task dependent
and therefore can be modulated according to vocal task requirements.
To account for these neural processes, several investigators have modeled the vocal neural
control system. Based on earlier work on the limbs or speech articulators [12–16], recent studies
have depicted the vocal control mechanism as a negative feedback control system in which an
efferent copy (copy of motor commands) is compared with sensory feedback [17,18]. In both vocal
and limb motor control systems, a perturbation to the sensory feedback that the subject perceives
results in a change in the subject’s response that acts to counter the stimulus. That is, the response is
in the opposite direction (opposing response) to the perturbing stimulus. However, in the vocal motor
control system, it has frequently been reported that many subjects do not produce an opposing
response, and instead they produce a response in the same direction as the stimulus. Such responses
have been termed as “following” responses, or feedforward responses [6]. The factors determining
the opposing and following responses are not understood, however, they may relate to individual
differences in motor control. For example, in a recording of laryngeal EMG activity in the pitch-shift
paradigm, one subject showed that one cricothyroid muscle contracted as if to oppose the stimulus
direction, and the other cricothyroid muscle contracted as if to follow the stimulus direction [19]. The
precise percentage of responses that “follow” the stimulus direction, compared to the opposing
responses, is not known because not all studies using the pitch-shift paradigm report the relative
percentages. However, in those studies that reported details of following responses, the percentage
varied from 2% to 30% [9,11,17,19–25]. The large variations in these percentages are, however,
misleading because the methodologies in the studies varied, which in turn affected the number of
following responses. For example, Burnett et al. [6] noted that increases in the magnitude of the
pitch-shift stimulus led to an increase in the percentage of following responses.
One explanation of following responses is that they may be related to random fluctuations in
voice fundamental frequency (F0). That is, during normal vocalization, there are always fluctuations
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(increases and decreases) in voice F0 and loudness. If the direction of a fluctuation coincides with
that of the stimulus, it could lead to following responses. A second explanation is that if subjects
perceive the change in feedback as if it were from an external source such as a piano, they attempt to
match the note and thereby follow the direction of the pitch-shift (i.e., to sing along with it) [17].
In a recent experiment bearing on this issue, subjects were instructed to volitionally change their
voice F0 either in a direction to compensate for the stimulus (oppose the direction) or to follow the
direction of the pitch-shift stimulus [26]. All subjects were able to do this, however, in all subjects it
was observed that the following responses had a much shorter latency (150 ms) than opposing
responses (400 ms; Figure 2). Moreover, the instructions to oppose the stimulus direction led to a
small, early following response that preceded the opposing response and may have delayed the onset
of the volitional opposing response.

Figure 2. Volitional vocal responses to changes in voice pitch feedback. Graphs on left
show responses to a decrease in voice pitch feedback while graphs on right show responses to
an increase in pitch feedback. Bracket below graphs show timing and direction of pitch
shifted voice feedback. Blue traces show responses that followed the stimulus direction and
red traces show responses that opposed the direction of the pitch shift stimulus. Rectangular
dashed boxes in upper figure show area of expanded responses in lower graphs. The lower
graphs show that the subjects produced a small, short latency response (red traces) that
followed the stimulus direction prior to their volitional opposing response. From Patel et al. [26].
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Based on this recent study, as well as the earlier studies cited above, we suggest that there may
be two different mechanisms of reflexive vocal control. In one type, an opposing response corrects
for an error in production when subjects are speaking or sustaining a steady vowel sound. The other
type of reflexive response (following) likely reflects a different mechanism that may enhance the
ability of the subject to match the pitch of musical notes or another person’s voice (the basis of ear
training). Moreover, the fact that the volitional opposing responses were preceded by a small
following response when subjects attempt to oppose the stimulus direction suggests that the tendency
to follow the direction of a pitch-shift stimulus (match a note) may delay the neural mechanisms
involved in correcting for an error in voice pitch production.
2.

EEG/MEG Studies
Understanding the neural mechanisms underlying the vocal responses to perturbations in voice

auditory feedback was sought through the recording of electrical EEG and electromagnetic MEG
responses arising from brain activations. The M1 MEG and the N1 EEG auditory ERPs are thought
to arise from auditory cortex and to be caused by pre-attentive processing of sound onset or changes
in sound to which a person is listening [27]. In the studies discussed here, the N1 potential may also
reflect a combination of auditory and vocal motor control activities. Houde and Jordan [18] used
MEG to identify brain mechanisms related to the detection of self-voice compared to non-self
vocalizations. MEG responses were recorded as subjects began vocalization while hearing their
normal voice auditory feedback compared with altered voice auditory feedback. When hearing one’s
own voice, the M1 MEG response was markedly reduced in magnitude compared to when a subject
heard the tape-recorded version of their vocalization, or a non-speech feedback sound while
vocalizing. Follow-up studies by Behroozmand et al [28] and Heinks-Maldonado et al [29] examined
self-voice identification by changing the frequency of voice feedback by amounts varying from 100
to 400 cents (100 cents = 1 semitone). In these studies, ERPs were triggered by the onset of
vocalization or by the sound of the previously recorded vocalization (passive listening). The authors
found that the N1 ERP components were suppressed in response to voice onset during active
vocalization compared to the ERPs triggered by the sound of the voice as the subject passively
listened to the previous vocalization. Moreover, they found that shifting the pitch of auditory
feedback during vocalization reduced the amount of N1 suppression. If voice pitch feedback was
shifted by 400 cents at voice onset, the N1 suppression was completely eliminated (Figure 3). The
suppression of the N1 or M1 ERP of unaltered voice feedback at vocal onset is thought to serve as an
indicator of self-vocalization as opposed to the sound of another person’s voice [28,30]. Results of
these studies support the theory that a precise forward model of the intended vocal output is
compared with the actual output, and if there is a disparity arising from this comparison, a correction
of the input signal (intended output) is made. As the sound of the voice at onset becomes more
dissimilar to the intended voice, the degree of the suppression is reduced. Therefore, the N1 or M1
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suppression observed in these studies during vocalization is an indicator that the audio-vocal system
is similar to other motor control systems in how it discriminates self-produced actions, such as
tickling oneself, from the actions of others [31].

Figure 3. ERPs (averaged across subjects) in response to voice pitch-shifted feedback
at voice onset with voice pitch-shifts of 100 and 400 cents magnitude. Solid lines show
ERPs in response to pitch-shift stimuli during vocalization, and dashed lines show
responses to the auditory feedback of the sound from the previously recorded vocalization.
Difference in peak magnitudes shown in yellow. From Behroozmand et al. [28].
In a subsequent study by Behroozmand et al [32] the identification of self-voice was shown to
be registered as a reduction in magnitude of the N1 ERP (equivalent to the M1 potential) when pitchshifted voice auditory feedback occurs within a time window of approximately 200 ms after vocal
onset. With a longer delay, the degree of suppression is reduced and is completely absent 1000 ms
after vocal onset. Thus, in addition to matching the sound of the voice (e.g. voice pitch),
identification of one’s own voice requires that the sound of the feedback must occur within 200 ms
of the vocalization. Delays in the feedback indicate to the speaker that the voice is not self-produced.
This research suggests that differentiation of one’s own voice from that of others may be related to
the constellation of hallucinogenic symptoms in some patients with schizophrenia [33]. Such patients
may misattribute the source of external sounds to objects or other persons.
After the onset of vocalization, such as in speech or singing, and if it has been determined that
the voice is self-produced, voice auditory feedback becomes important for vocal control (i.e., the
ability of the subject to sustain a steady note with minimal variation in pitch or loudness). In order to
investigate neural mechanisms related to voice control after the onset of vocalization, P2 ERPs
triggered by pitch-shift stimuli were recorded during vocalization, and then again following the prerecorded sound of the voice as the subject listened to the previous pitch-shifted vocalization [34].
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The P2 auditory potential most likely arises from multiple sources in or near Heschl’s gyrus, as well
as other cortical areas. In this study, the normalized difference index (comparison of the ERP
magnitude in response to auditory feedback during active vocalization compared to the ERP
magnitude in response to the sound of the previously recorded vocal signal) was larger for pitch
shifts of 100 cents compared to shifts of 500 cents (Figure 4). Greater neural sensitivity to voice
auditory feedback during vocalization compared to auditory feedback in the absence of selfvocalization indicates that during vocalization, efference copies of the intended vocalization are
compared with auditory feedback and correct for errors if there is a discrepancy between the intended
and actual auditory characteristics of the voice [34]. Moreover, greater sensitivity to smaller shifts
(100 cents) rather than the larger shifts (200 or 500 cents) suggests a greater sensitivity to
self-vocalization than to an abnormal sound, such as someone else’s voice [34–36]. Thus, the P2
ERP may reflect mechanisms involved in the comparison of voice auditory feedback with intended
output and the subsequent corrective modulation of vocal output.

Figure 4. ERPs (averaged across subjects) recorded from Fz electrode in
response to voice pitch-shifted feedback of 100 and 500 cents magnitude
presented after voice onset. Solid lines show ERPs during active vocalization.
Dashed lines show ERPs in response to playback of the previously shifted voice
feedback without active vocalization. From Behroozmand et al. [34].
Complementing the pitch-shifted auditory feedback voice studies in humans, Eliades and Wang [37]
recorded activity from neurons in the auditory cortex in Marmoset monkeys during self-initiated
vocalizations. Neurons that were usually suppressed during normal voice auditory feedback showed
enhanced responses to pitch-shifted vocalizations. These observations from neuronal recordings in
primates, using a similar pitch-shift paradigm that has been used with humans, support the idea that
the increased amplitude of the P2 ERPs recorded in humans may result from increased
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responsiveness of auditory cortex neurons to the sound of their own voice that is shifted in pitch and
fed back to the subjects as they are vocalizing.
An important issue regarding the role of neural processing of auditory feedback in vocal control
relates to the harmonic complexity of the feedback signal. That is, is the vocal control system
sensitive to only the F0 of voice auditory feedback, or does the acoustical complexity of the feedback
signal affect responsiveness of the system to alterations in pitch of auditory feedback? To address
this issue, Behroozmand et al. [38] compared vocal and ERP responses from subjects who vocalized
and heard either the F0 (only) of their voice auditory feedback, the F0 and first harmonic, the F0 and
first two harmonics or the F0 and the first three harmonics of their voice. With the increased
complexity of the auditory feedback, both the vocal responses and the N1 and P2 ERPs increased in
magnitude. The acoustical structure of vocalizations during speech or singing are highly complex,
and results from this study suggest that neurons in the more lateral areas of auditory cortex are very
sensitive to acoustical signals such as the human voice. That is to say, normal vocalizations are rich
in harmonic partials and have a certain F0, while non-vocal sounds may have a diminished harmonic
content in comparison to the voice. Furthermore, Behroozmand et al’s [38] results indicate that the
auditory cortex may respond to inaccuracies in vocal quality and help the speaker (or singer) adjust
the voice towards a desired sound structure.
Additional evidence provides more precise details on the cortical areas that are involved in
vocal control. Several investigations have shown that there are distinct regions of auditory cortex that
are sensitive to the human voice [39–42]. Moreover, direct recording from the cortical surface using
ECoG techniques have shown that discrete areas of the STG are sensitive to changes in voice pitch
auditory feedback [43,44]. It is therefore highly likely that these areas of auditory cortex contributed
to the vocal and ERP results [18,28,32,34,35,45,46] from studies of pitch-shifted feedback.
3.

fMRI Studies
The advent of fMRI has allowed researchers to gain important information about the regions of

the brain involved in responses to perturbations in voice as well as some notion of the how those
regions support voice control. However, such studies have been challenging because the production
of the magnetic field during fMRI data collection results in extremely loud background noise. Since
the primary goal of these studies is to gain insight into auditory feedback and the voice, such noise
cannot be present during vocalization because the microphone would amplify scanner noise and send
it back to the speaker, which would mask the sound of the speaker’s voice. In order to overcome this
limitation, researchers use an fMRI paradigm called “sparse sampling.” Sparse sampling refers to a
paradigm whereby the subject vocalizes and then when vocalization has stopped the scanner is
turned on. Our paradigm is shown in Figure 5 [47]. Subjects lie still and the scanner is turned off. A
subject vocalizes a prolonged “ah” after being cued by a written instruction on a monitor. During
vocalization (which can vary in length but is 3 s in the example) there may be no perturbation or a
AIMS Neuroscience
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perturbation at onset or mid vocalization (a similar paradigm is used for voluntary responses to
perturbations). After 3 s, subjects are instructed to stop vocalizing and there is a 2 s rest period. The
scanner is then turned on for 3 s while the subject continues to rest, followed by an additional 2 s rest
period before the next trial. We note that it takes approximately 5 seconds for the hemodynamic
response to the pitch-shift stimulus to reach a peak. Hence, we turn the scanner on 5 s after
vocal onset.

Figure 5. Schematic illustration of the sparse sampling fMRI technique for analysis of
vocal responses to pitch-shifted voice feedback. Since the scanner noise would interfere
with the microphone recording of the voice, the scanner is turned on after vocalization
when the hemodynamic response to the pitch-shift event reaches its maximum.
While fMRI studies show many regions of the brain that are involved in human
vocalization [48–50], we first discuss the STG because it has emerged as perhaps the key region
involved in the role of auditory feedback in vocal control. In our first study of reflexive responses to
auditory feedback perturbations in vocal pitch [47], we studied subjects’ vocal and BOLD (blood
oxygen level dependent) responses to a 100 cent pitch shift during mid-vocalization. We found that
the only brain regions that survived statistical correction were the left and right STG. As noted
above, responses to pitch shifted stimuli likely involve an efference copy mechanism. Thus, we argue
that the STG is critical, first in the determination of self vs. non-self voice, and second, in generating
opposing or following responses associated with auditory feedback perturbations. Hence, changes in
ERP activity associated with predicted versus unpredicted changes in voice auditory feedback likely
rely on the STG.
We followed this study with one in which the auditory feedback perturbation was 600 rather
than 100 cents. The increased pitch shift perturbation was used to (1) explore brain responses to large
degrees of error, (2) use a passive listening condition as a comparison to the perturbed events rather
than rest only (as had been done in Parkinson et al. above), (3) include correlations between vocal
responses to pitch shifted feedback and BOLD responses (performance correlations) in addition to
contrast analyses and (4) improve signal to noise ratio (greater error signal) in order to be able to
include brain regions in addition to STG that are involved in vocal control [51]. In this study,
contrast analysis of vocalization minus rest revealed a complex set of regions that included STG,
AIMS Neuroscience
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primary auditory cortex, precentral gyrus, supplementary motor area (SMA), rolandic operculum,
postecentral gyrus and right inferior frontal gyrus (IFG). Contrast of vocalizing versus self-voice
playback revealed activity in bilateral precentral gyrus, SMA, IFG, post central gyrus and insula.
Performance correlations revealed that vocal responses to pitch shift perturbations were related to
increases in the BOLD response in bilateral STG and left precentral gyrus.
Other groups have further delineated the brain regions involved in the neural control of the
voice. Toyomura et al. [49] randomly altered auditory feedback in either direction while participants
sustained a vowel sound “ah” for 5 seconds. Rather than following or opposing the changes in pitch,
participants were instructed to hold the pitch of the feedback voice constant. When compared to
those in a non-shift condition, participants in the shift condition displayed right hemisphere BOLD
activations in the supramarginal gyrus, premotor cortex (PMC), anterior insula, STG, and
intraparietal sulcus [49]. In the left hemisphere, significant BOLD activations were observed only in
the PMC, indicating right hemispheric dominance when voluntarily responding to transformed
auditory feedback [49]. In contrast with Zarate and Zatorre [7,48] and Zarate et al. [52], in which
volitional changes in voice pitch were not made, significant BOLD activations were not observed in
the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), rostral cingulate zone, putamen, and superior temporal sulcus
(STS), supporting the notion that these brain regions might be specifically related to voluntary
compensation responses.
There is also a body of work on singing that has led to greater understanding of the neural
control of the voice using fMRI techniques. For example, Zarate and Zatorre [7,48] reported that
differences in BOLD activation between singers and non-singers involved bilateral primary auditory
cortices, bilateral primary motor cortex (M1), supplementary motor cortex, ACC, thalamus, insula
and cerebellum. In this study, subjects were asked to either ignore a pitch-shift or to compensate for
it. In non-musicians, increased BOLD activations were found only in ACC and inferior parietal lobe
during both voluntary conditions. By contrast, singers showed numerous regional activations
including ACC, inferior parietal lobe (IPL), pre-SMA, STS, insula and putamen. Zarate and Zatorre [7,48]
also reported that compensatory vocal responses involve a network of connected regions that include
rostral cingulate, ACC, putamen and primary auditory cortex.
To summarize, fMRI data have shown that bilateral STG is key in neural control of vocalization
and that it appears to be a hub for comparison between predicted and actual production of the voice.
Other regions critical to the neural control of the voice include the IFG, medial superior temporal
plane, primary auditory cortices, dorsal PMC, insula, cerebellum and basal ganglia structures.
4.

Connectivity Modeling with fMRI Data or Combined fMRI-ERP Signals
Our group recently innovated the use of effective connectivity modeling to understand network

coupling properties associated with vocal control and responses to feedback perturbations. Effective
connectivity modeling refers to the analysis of fMRI signals that define causal functional relations
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between parts of the brain. Structural equation modeling (SEM) is rooted in Bayesian prediction and
allows for statements about the strength and sign of neural connections. Results of this analysis allow
one to make hypotheses about how one region of the brain modulates another [53]. We used dynamic
causal modeling (DCM), also based on Bayesian prediction techniques, on ERP signals to understand
smaller sub-network connections between different neural areas [54]. We have used both structural
equation modeling (SEM) of fMRI BOLD signals and dynamic causal modeling (DCM) of ERP
data. Flagmeier et al. [55] used SEM to study effective connectivity of a cortical network during
vocalization with and without a pitch shift perturbation (See Figure 6). We modeled left and right
STG, PMC, IFG and M1 because these regions had the greatest activity during vocalization. We
determined the best-fit connectivity model for vocalization with no perturbation and when there was
an auditory feedback perturbation of 100 cents mid-vocalization. Results showed that left and right
STG connectivity was critical for compensating during a perturbation. Specifically, with no shift
there was a positive unidirectional connection from left to right STG during vocalization. When a
pitch-shift occurred, a feedback loop emerged in which the left to right connection became stronger
and a right to left negative connection was present. Other feedback loops that emerged involved (1)
right STG to right IFG, in which there was a strong positive connection from STG to IFG and a
strong negative connection from IFG to STG, and (2) on the left side only during the pitch shift there
was a strong positive IFG to PMC connection and a strong negative PMC to IFG connection that was
not present with no-shift vocalization.

Figure 6. Structural equation modeling results of fMRI responses to non-shifted (a.
black) and pitch-shifted (b. red) feedback during vocalization from 8 healthy
subjects. Positive path coefficients = solid lines; negative path coefficients = dashed lines.
The pitch-shifted feedback condition resulted in negative feedback loops between left and
right STG and right STG and right IFG, which were not present in the non-shifted
feedback condition. From Flagmeier et al. [55].
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We then conducted two experiments using DCM in which we used fMRI to localize the regions
of the brain, and uniquely used ERP data to model the electrophysiological signals in the regions
identified by fMRI [56,57]. We studied three conditions: passive listening, and pitch-shifts of 100
and 400 cents. We modeled left and right STG, IFG and PMC (see Figure 7). We used Bayesian
model selection to first determine that connectivity between left and right STG accounted for
responses to a pitch shift of 400 Cents. The next step was to determine the pattern of connectivity
between left and right STG that was associated with a perturbation of 400 cents. Thus, we tested
right to left, left to right and bilateral connectivity of STG indicated by blue in the Figure. The first
finding was that intrinsic connectivity of left and right STG was associated with both the 100 and
400 cent pitch-shift conditions. We also found that both the 100 and 400 cent pitch shift conditions
were associated with left to right STG connectivity. In sum, this study also points to STG as the hub
of error detection correction mechanisms during perturbed auditory feedback.

Figure 7. The blue connections are those that were tested in the DCM modeling of STG (a,
right to left STG only; b, left to right connectivity of STG and c, bilateral connectivity of
STG). Results of DCM shows that the model that best fits the results is left to right
connectivity of STG, Figure 7b (the middle model).
In order to study differences in neural responses to individuals that have different musical skill
levels, Parkinson et al. [56] studied causal brain connectivity of ERP signals, seeding the same
regions used in the ERP study described immediately above: bilateral STG, IFG and PMC, with a
100 cent pitch shift only. We compared musicians with absolute pitch, musicians with relative pitch
and non-musicians. Our critical finding was that STG connectivity best separated groups within this
network. Specifically, vocal responses to pitch shifted stimuli in subjects with absolute pitch were
driven by connectivity of left to right STG. Interestingly, in musicians with relative pitch and
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non-musicians, the opposite pattern emerged; connectivity of right to left STG was associated with
vocal responses to feedback perturbations.
Finally, we have begun to translate our network modeling work to patients with voice disorders.
Our first experiment [58] studied functional connectivity of fMRI data while subjects with
Parkinson’s disease were at rest in the scanner. Resting state fMRI is task-free and requires subjects
to simply lie in the scanner with eyes open for approximately 10 minutes. We developed a model
using the brain regions reported by Brown et al. [50] in a meta-analysis of fMRI brain activations
associated with vocalization (not speech). The model included SMA, left and right rolandic
operculum, left and right PMC, left and right STG, left and right putamen, left and right thalamus
and left and right cerebellum. Functional connectivity was determined by performing correlations of
BOLD signals between each region of the model. The critical finding was that in healthy subjects
there was rich connectivity among all regions of the model, but patients with Parkinson’s disease had
hypo-connectivity between subcortical and cortical regions as well as between left and right STG and
other cortical regions. Parkinson’s disease generally affects many areas of the body and is related to
deterioration in neural connections between the striatum and cerebral cortex [59]. Our work shows
that changes in vocalizations in patients with Parkinson’s disease also seems to be related to a
disconnection between sub-cortical and cortical regions and between STG and other cortical regions
in Parkinson’s disease.
In summary, our studies of EEG, fMRI, and connectivity modeling all support our claim that
STG is the hub of error detection and correction mechanisms during vocalization. This region of the
brain is the only one in which intrinsic connectivity is associated with feedback perturbations and is
involved as a central region in modulating activity in other brain regions during pitch shifts. It is also
the case that our modeling has uncovered important differences in connectivity patterns in musicians
versus non-musicians Finally, our work shows that resting state connectivity is also important in
understanding vocal control, and of great interest is the fact that the vocalization network in
Parkinson’s disease is hypo-connected compared to healthy populations.
5.

Conclusions
We have reviewed studies that have used the pitch-shift paradigm in order to improve our

understanding of how voice auditory feedback is used to control vocalization. Studies have shown
that one mechanism for this control process involves a reflexive response to variations in voice pitch
that counteracts the change in auditory feedback. A second mechanism facilitates the ability to match
a change in voice pitch auditory feedback that may possibly be related to neural processes underlying
speech or vocal learning. The studies of neural mechanisms underlying these vocal control processes
have utilized MEG, EEG, and fMRI techniques. Results of electophysiology studies indicate that at
the onset of vocalization, there is a suppression of the M1 or N1 ERP that seems to reflect a process
of discrimination of self from non-self vocalization. Later potentials such as the P2 ERP seem to be
AIMS Neuroscience
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involved in registering the magnitude of a pitch shift stimulus during the process of compensating for
the detected voice error. Review of studies using fMRI techniques have shown several cortical and
subcortical regions involved in the processes described above. These areas include the STG, IPS,
PMC, IFG, insula and cerebellum. Finally, structural equation and dynamic causal modeling
techniques have shown that the STG plays a critical role in the process of generating vocal responses
to changes in voice pitch feedback. Functional connectivity modeling has revealed differences in the
intrinsic neural connections involved in voice control between healthy control subjects and people
with Parkinson’s disease.
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